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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Larissa666 wrote:
I have to admit that I am feeling a little bit demoralized by what happened in
the past two weeks. Trump lost, no one can seem to stand in China’s way
now, communists are gonna keep pushing their agenda forward...

I guess I’ll have to clear my mind and find new angle of attack, otherwise I
am gonna surrender completely. I do not want to do that. I want to see us win.

We all knew since the beginning what was going to happen, and years ago, what is
going to happen through these years. We know also, there will be more.

The mindset to have is start preparing, and doing what is best for yourself, family,
and then, our side. Many sad and worthless things will be heaped onto the world,
and the fact that humans are paving this way for themselves, while the enemy
wants that too, is not helping.

When Democrats lost in 2016, people were whining, "Oy vey, we are going to
concentration camps now, evil Hitler Trump will kill us all, he is such a Nazi", and
other bullshit. Their worst fears were never really realized of course. They just had
to whine about it.

Now, in 2020, people who presently lost this election, are likewise worried [and
more substantially so in this case] that the world will go to collapse entirely, simply
because Trump is not in office. This is called in short, being naive.

People then in the US whined about China. All of it is true, the Chinese model is
highly disturbing and disgusting. "China buys us all, and Communizes us". Sure.
Have you ever been to the Dollar Shop? Well, all of this is China. Were it not for
Chinese people to have been working their asses, you would never have a dollar
store. How many millions in the United States are living out of these stores? This is
required because many people have to live in a strangely, and impossible to
maintain, stranded economy.

Are people out in the streets or extremely agitated about this? Somehow, thank
benzos, weed, and other forms of control, this is not yet the case. Will the people
NEVER decide, or be forced to decide, to change this? If not, then the situation will
persist. Did 1 Dollar stores close under Trump? Did Apple move out of China?
Clearly, not. Have the people decided yet it’s time to stop this and redefine the
world in a sense? No. Therefore, this insanity will prolong itself and continue.
Life and the world will have to live this through, too. It's not the first time a population of suckers and idiots denies their own rights, or in essence, tries to destroy the people which try to save its ass, or murder its best ideals. We have had enough of this in the last 21 centuries, and I am certainly emotionally geared to expect more of this.

People like me, other advanced Satanists, or people like Tesla or Hitler, we are frequently chased out of the world, we have to live as renegades, and we receive overwhelming attacks. The same goes to other people who try to do something better to save this cattle out of its worthless fate with its slavers. Alas, the results of this, if we don't overcome the enemy pressure, is that this world continues in the worthless path that has been set by the enemy. Which is nothing sort of "new" for it.

No matter what happens, and even if this world or part of it goes down the drain, there will always be places of safety, comfort, and power, which will emerge after the declining places have collapsed. To put this in other words, if a people collapses its Nation because they make stupid decisions and so forth, by the time the situation worsens, the stronger, the richer, the powerful - or simply those who want to be free, such as happened in the founding of the US - will already have assembled and worked their fortress elsewhere.

In every revolutionary war, or in every massive change, people always ask themselves "Is it possible?", "What if?", "Is it of any reason to fight this through?"

The answer here is definitely YES.

Also, people are deceived we have a choice in this, but we do not have a choice to quit it. Technically, one can cower the front, but in the end of the so-called war, we all end up as slaves. Those who fought and those who didn't, in the scenario of failure, all end up in the same gulag. This is why I frequently get disturbed by the short nearsightedness of specific individuals, such as those who whine about races here more than what we already know. Or those who for example falter too quickly and at the first actual boom they hear, they go into hiding.

Freedom comes with pain, sacrifice, inconveniences, even blood involved. The United States was not founded on happy peace, ever growing fake victories that involved no war or fundamental change, or other pipe-dreams. It was founded out of hardship, bloodshed, suppression, and because many people were at their wits end with the religious enslavement in Europe.

As distress arises, one should instead, look that actually, people will be forced to react. This is why every fundamentally good thing, or change, has come out of perilous situations, and not out of "comfort". Difficult, overwhelming, or negative circumstances, should not put someone in fear. Rather, they should act as a motivator for those who will to live to push forward.

The enemy fights a war with illusory means and they attempt their earnest to project that they are more powerful than they are. Every time they make a move,
they pretend everything is over and that the over party is simply gone and devastated. Clearly, this remains a mental thought without any merit.

This frequent mental terrorism is how they make their enemies quit, and how they subvert them. They oversize themselves and pretend they are so far more powerful than they are. Then, the moment the enemy loses, they project this even more powerfully, to pretend that they are winning. These are all basic tactics.

Instead, one looks at reality, and realizes the enemy, their JWO agenda, and pretty much all that they are building, is right now on the height of exposure and danger. It has never been worse for them with civil disobedience, lack of faith in them, and worldwide exposure. The situation is also reaching a level where people are reacting physically. In many countries, there are violent protests about the so called "Co-Vid" measures, and other forms of modern enslavement.

As time progresses, there will be terrifying things that people are going to see. Events that cowards of the present century are not used in living, at all. The weak will go into hiding, quit, and generally, throw the weapon and just go.

The actual reality of this is that everything this "World" is undergoing now is far softer than revolutions, violence, and other things based on last centuries.

Imagine if Alchemists who were entirely physically defeated, just "Gave up" and became demoralized because X cunt whatever king was not on their side.

OF COURSE these people are not on our side. The fact they may act, due to overwhelming force, to our side's benefit, once every couple of months, does not make these people our allies, "ours", or even good candidates to be our servants. What's new?

Years ago, all this "War" wasn't reaching the spear head. "Leading" was easier, attacks were smaller, and not many heard the sound of bombs. Now that the enemy understands that they are being dragged away from the throne, is when one has to face the actual consequences and risks of war.

A couple of questions are important here: What about the enemy though, how demoralized are they instead? How do these cockroaches feel that their kingdom is in fast forward collapse, to the point they have to behave like apes in panic mode in trying to control humanity again?

The enemy is currently utilizing their worst of the worst, and "Centuries haven't used because the Demons can destroy us entirely if we fail at the use of this", spiritual technology. These shouldn't be looked as demoralizing events, as these were bound to happen anyway and anyhow with how the enemy has been going.

On the other hand, most of this, is just reactionary attacks from the enemy. In other words, they are afraid they will lose their plan. For the most part, it's already the case.
You are putting too much misplaced faith on random individuals and forgetting the greater picture. What good did Trump do for us, specifically? Such as, we Satanists? Nothing at all. Did he give us any grants, or freedoms, that we have been unaware about? For all intents and purposes, when it came to our interests, he did not do much.

In fact, all the purging of our side happened during Trump, and he allowed the internet to slide into total damnation, to where he failed that bad that even the US President now can become Twitter's whore due to the heavy inaction he fell victim to because of ignoring the matter. He was watching and defending everyone only verbally. "There were good people on both sides" and other words were said, but no action has been taken to seriously safeguard online interests. He paid the price with this through the elections, and they moved him to the losing position.

As I said in the original post, many people are pointlessly worrying. China buys all of the United States next morning? No wait, this has already happened for the most part, in the last 40 years, globally. It didn't change today or yesterday. As one understands, the framework for major fuckups have already been laid.

Our mission here for the time being, is not to intend their full and fast reversal, which is rather impossible, but steer the ship so that it avoids straight wreckage. The ship is however already getting water in, and has numerous other malfunctions, that could never be solved in 4 years, let alone under the circumstances of an enemy that is very able to steer it away.

One needs to stop deluding themselves that any politician currently is oh so important for us that we have to put faith in them, or that they will save us from anything. Maybe they are important to the social aspect of things, or where they turn a wave, but in the end of this, it always comes down to what energies take over and what ones do fail.

Lastly, I have to share something else unpleasant. Most people here know what at some point, there will be ranging amounts of intervention from the Gods. For whatever reason, people assumed that the worldwide system will just change out of the blue, and that there will be no suffering involved. There will be riots, pandemics, and all sorts of other things.

In the next years, financial rivalry and warfare between this and new systems will also arise. Turmoil and other events have already been triggered by the "Pandemic" situation. The world will never be devoid of conflicts and/or changes.

As the enemy agenda intensifies, there will be things that will be very upsetting to many people. This is however not only the case now, but has been the case before.

People and ladies here need to toughen up, and man up, and buckle your seat belts, because Dorothy, it's not going to be only fun and perceptive wins, but actual
wars and actual wins from now on. The clock has stopped ticking on the preparation time, we are now in the starting times of an actual, full on, war, in which our side and the enemy are putting their earnest into. This isn't 2010.

Most people out there have nothing, know nothing, and understand nothing. They will be caught in their sleep. These people should rightfully so, be terrified, and at the same time, this terror will force out their necessary reactions.

In regards to us, Satan has given us all the means and guidance to be on the correct place internally and externally for these things. One must instead focus there and where the power and hope really is and focus on what they have chosen and been given - this is the path to victory and sustenance of life, which in turn promotes general victory.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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